We care for you
Follow these and Drive Safely

THE COMPULSORY TRAFFIC SIGNS

Stop
Give way

Straight prohibited or no entry
One way signs
Vehicle prohibited in both directions

All motor vehicles prohibited
Truck prohibited
Bullock cart prohibited
Tonga prohibited

Hand cart prohibited
Cycle prohibited
Pedestrians prohibited
Right turn prohibited

Left turn prohibited
U-turn prohibited
Overtaking prohibited
Horn prohibited
Observe these signs to be safe

- Bullock cart prohibited
- Length limit
- Speed limit
- Load limit
- Height limit
- Width limit
- Axle load limit
- Restriction ends sign
- No parking
- No stopping or standing
- Compulsory ahead only
- Compulsory keep left
- Compulsory turn left
- Compulsory turn right
- Compulsory turn right ahead
- Compulsory turn left ahead
- Compulsory ahead or turn left
- Compulsory ahead or turn right
- Compulsory cycle track
- Compulsory sound horn
These are to Caution you
Be Careful and
Cautious Driving is Safe Driving

THE CAUTIONARY SIGNS

- General design
- Right hand curve
- Left hand curve
- Hair pin bend Right
- Hair pin bend Left
- Right reverse band
- Left reverse band
- Steep ascent
- Steep descent
- Narrow road ahead
- Wide road ahead
- Narrow bridge
- Slippery road
- Loose gravel
- Cycle crossing
- Pedestrian Crossing
- School ahead
We care for you
Follow these and Drive Safely
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